Craft consumption and participatory consumerism

ABSTRACT
How are crafters, in this case hand knitters active on social media, involved in participatory consumerism and prosumption? This is the main question asked in this article, that explores the creative relations between craft consumers and the commodities they are searching for in order to be able to craft and to create. By using affect theory, and focusing on aspects as raw materials, tools, instructions and craft processes, the study is an exploration of how crafters engage in material conditions by using them to realize ideas and fantasies in craft.
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INTRODUCTION
Crafters who are continuously involved in making, remaking and transforming materials are consumers with a special way of considering and assessing the selection of goods they need to be able to create. They develop "creative relationships" with the goods they consume for these purposes (Vachhani, 2013: 93). The crafters’ specific gaze is used to identify opportunities such as interesting materials to work with or unique forms and details that can be used, reused and inserted into new contexts (Palmsköld, 2013). The crafter can be understood as a conventional consumer, but one who engages in what is called "prosumption" or "participatory consumerism" (Knott 2013). These types of consumers are looking for goods that in different ways encourage and inspire further processes of crafting and making, goods that have the possibility to inspire the crafter to engage in creative processes. If the craft process is about what Tim Ingold calls "entanglement with material", the market is full of potential, opportunities and promises (Ingold, 2013: 22). The "creative relationships" between the crafter and the goods contain affective elements, as the interpretations of material and design are based on sensual experiences (Vachhani, 2013:93). By sensing, seeing, touching and listening it is possible to evaluate the qualities and possibilities of the material. The craft consumers can imagine what can be done and created through the use of their specific craft skills.
This article is based on a study, published in Swedish, and here adapted to international readers (Palmsköld 2019). The empirical material is the same, however, the research questions are more directed towards the crafters’ involvement in materials, and my own experiences as a researcher and practitioner has been emphasized. The article examines how crafters, in this case hand knitters active on social media, act as "prosumers" and how they develop "creative relationships" with the goods they buy. The crafters in focus are knitters who use Ravelry as a social platform for sharing, inspiring and discussing their craft (www.ravelry.com). Ravelry has been criticized for excluding minorities and for letting members speech in a hateful way about politics, when discussing hand knitting related issues. Like many social fora’s that have grown in members, the community have had difficulties in managing to administrate and stop these kinds of expressions. The presentation of the website currently emphasizes that it is both inclusive and friendly (www.ravelry.com /2021–01–31). However, it is important to notice that craft, and especially textile craft, has long been related to politics and to political activities from the historical suffragette movement, to the contemporary social and political movement called “craftivism” (Literat and Markus 2018).

In the study, craft related aspects such as yarn (raw material), knitting needles and knitting supplies (tools), patterns (instructions) and projects (craft processes and their results) will be analyzed. The purpose is to contribute, through an empirical study of the contemporary culture of knitting, to the discussion on how craft consumption can work and how "creative relations" are developed between the crafters and the goods they consume and the meaning of crafters’ "engagement with materials" (Ingold, 2013: 22). An important aspect is to reflect upon the crafter as a consumer, depending on different markets to be able to reach necessary raw material and supplies. This is crucial for crafters, and an important part of their work. Questions asked are: What is consumed and how? Which creative relationships arise in the process? How do crafters/ knitters describe themselves and the meaning of their involvement in different materials?

The study is part of the ethnological research tradition that deals with what people actually do in their everyday lives (Löfgren, 2014:77 and 84). In this case, it is about people's complex relationships with materials and objects - "material lore" (Wilson 2006) - and a focus rather on "how" people do, than on "why" (Löfgren, 2014:78). The study is about on how hand knitters are using social media to communicate about their craft, about craft processes and how to knit. The study is also a contribution to the craft science research, especially the auto ethnographical parts, when the researcher self is also a crafter and thereby uses his/ her specific knowledge to deepen the analysis of the processes (see eg Almevik, 2017; Westerlund, 2017; Eriksson, 2019). Here I use my more than 50 years long experience of practicing hand knitting, along with an extensive historical knowledge of knitting (Johansson-Palmsköld, 1989, 1990 and Palmsköld, 2009). Working as museum antiquarian (1990–2011), I have been curating exhibitions about hand knitting and sloyd, and I have also initiated a project that aimed to collect objects, archival material and books about hand knitting. As a member of Ravelry, I have been studying it as a scene for communication about hand knitting and used it as an inspiration for my own craft projects, but I have not been an active posting member.

This article starts with a discussion on the concepts of craft consumption and participatory consumerism. Another aspect that is discussed, is affect theory and how it can be used to understand the creative relationships that arise between a crafter and his or her materials. How crafts can be considered in terms of transformations of materials into things and what these processes can mean, is a question raised. The empirical section analyzes how contemporary hand knitters act as craft consumers, by analyzing presentations and discussions at the digital knit and crochet community Ravelry (www.ravelry.com /2019–04–09). Finally, it is discussed how craft consumption among contemporary knitters works and how creative relationships with materials are created and expressed in craft practices.

**Craft consumption and participatory consumerism**

Consumer practices that involve craft dimensions have been discussed in research and what has been called "craft consumption" has been identified as an important part of contemporary consumer culture (Campbell, 2005:27). This specific type of consumption is defined as an activity where people not only
control the consumption process, but also add skill, knowledge, judgment, love and passion to their consumption, as has been assumed by traditional craftsperson to approach their work (ibid, 2005:27). The craft consumer transform goods and personifies them by using their own individual and personal creative ability (ibid, 2005:28). Usually it is about putting things together in a certain way to achieve an intended aesthetic whole, like dressing in vintage or retro clothes (ibid, 2005:34) or decorating their home with furniture and inventories of different ages and in varying styles. But it can also be about using goods as (raw) materials and parts in a craft process. The concept "prosumer" highlights consumer creativity and the agent of the consumers that lead them to engage in the objects and materials that the market offers and which can be used to produce something (Knott, 2013). "Prosumption" can be described as "participatory consumerism", which can take the form of "The designer-producer hands over a limited degree of productive power to the consumer." (ibid, 2013:53). Examples of goods intended for this form of prosuming are paint-by-number kits and IKEA's furniture (ibid, 2013). In focus here is a fairly controlled activity, where the consumers' creative activities are planned and controlled through the design of the goods and the instructions that come with it.

Consuming goods to transform or customize has been described with terms derived from the computer world, such as "hacker" and "plug-in" (von Busch, 2008: 59). Especially in relation to the growing second-hand market of goods, crafters and other "prosumers" by learning about objects and materials, have been able to build on them. This creative and affective relationship between the craft consumer and the goods on the second-hand market requires knowledge of styles and craftsmanship, and of craft techniques (Palmsköld, 2013 and 2018). When the craft consumer decides on an upcoming craft process, the goods must first be interpreted and evaluated. Questions to consider are for example: How can the product be used and what is possible to do with it? In some cases: Which parts are original, what is unique or authentic and worth preserving or starting from? What can be added?

Craft consumption can, however, also be about acquiring raw materials, tools, instructions and knowledge on how to master the craft process to achieve the intended result. In the contemporary hand knitting world, it is about finding yarns of the right size and quality for the project to be carried out, knitting needles of the right gauge and length, other supplies such as stitch markers or cable needles and a pattern to start from (unless the knitter make his/ her own design). In order to process the knitting afterwards, it may be about finding an underlay to block it on so that it gets the desired shape and size, but also to even out the surface and become smoother. The goods that the crafter is interested in can initiate a process, where their potential as a contribution in a making process is assessed. They affect the craft consumers to act, both by consuming but also by using the goods in their crafts (Clough & Halley, 2007).

The products on the market work as active materials, which inspire ideas and fantasies about what they can become and be transformed into (Palmsköld, 2013; Ingold, 2013:21 and 28). How these creative relationships between the crafter and the goods works can be understood by means of affect-theoretical perspectives. In the anthology Sensitive Objects: Affect and Material Culture. the authors discuss what studies about the body, the senses and the atmosphere can bring to anthropological and ethnological research (Povranovic Frykman and Frykman, 2016). Three concepts that can describe affect are identified: intensity, readiness and potential (ibid, 2016:10). As affective experiences are personal and bodily, they can be difficult to describe and express in words according to the authors (ibid, 2016:11). Other concepts of interest is affective processes and affective potential (Brembeck and Sörum, 2017). Transferred to hand knitting, this can be about how different yarn qualities feels in the hands of the knitter, against the skin and the body, and also how the thread feels when it slides between the fingers. The information provided by the examination of the yarn quality, helps the crafter to discover its potential. Ideas can be raised about what it can be used for, and alternatively, if it is a suitable and desirable choice of yarn for a specific project. Even the visual experience plays a role and what colors and nuances are offered are important elements to consider in the process. What is available on the market is therefore crucial for what opportunities are offered to hand knitters, although there are also examples of those who control their own raw material by spinning and dyeing it. The raw material itself thus carries an affective potential in relation to the crafter as it can initiate creative processes.
Within the contemporary hand knitting culture, social media are used to share and communicate craft-related issues. In blogs, on Facebook, Youtube, Instagram and Pinterest it is possible to show craft processes and their result, to inspire others. Hand knitted products, raw material, instructions and knitting supplies can be bought and sold at Etsy, a global digital marketplace for creative and sometimes handmade products (www.etsy.com / 2020–11–06). The most important digital gathering place for hand knitters is Ravelry, which started in 2007. On the web page it states that:

Ravelry is an inclusive, friendly website for knitters, crocheters, spinners, weavers, and dyers. We are made up of millions of yarn lovers from all over the world. Ravelry provides a personal notebook for fiber artists to keep track of their projects, yarns & fibers, tools, and pattern library, a rich database of patterns and yarns, and a community with thousands of forums and groups to connect with other Ravelers over any interest you could think of. (www.ravelry.com / 2021–01–31)

By registering as a member, you can log in and thus be part of the group. The main language used is English, although there are pages and descriptions in other languages. On the first page for logged in members, there are headings such as: "patterns", "yarns", "friends", "groups", "help", "forums" and a personal page that can be developed by the user. Under the headings, you can search for more information on, for example, design, specific yarn qualities and interesting designers. Through the web page it is possible to buy and share patterns, published by amateurs as well as professional designers. In addition to the fact that Ravelry inspire crafters, it is possible to conduct joint hand knitting projects in discussion threads, or to ask questions about uncertainties in craft procedures. Questions can be asked between knitters, and in some cases directly to designers, often it applies to how detailed parts in patterns and descriptions should be understood and interpreted.

**Hand knitters as craft consumers**

In the following, by using empirical examples, I will discuss four aspects of hand knitters’ craft consumption: raw materials, tools, instructions, and craft processes (and their results). The examples represent important discussions about crafts-related challenges and problems, which require solutions to be able to carry out the project that the hand knitter is working on. A hand knitting project starts with an idea and with some form of instruction. This can be based on a designer’s pattern, but it can also be based on the knitter’s own design. To be able to implement the idea, adequate raw material and tools are required, but technical knowledge in knitting is also needed to be able to carry out and control the process up to the finished result.

Here it may be relevant to refer to an important difference between the crafter’s entrance to his or her work: one is about crafters’ who focus on the process, and the other on those who mainly care about the goal - the finished product (Lind, 2020:156ff). When it comes to hand knitting, it is in the first case a matter of carrying out projects that challenges the skills of the knitters, which means that the knitters have to make an effort and be concentrated in the process itself. In the second case, the knitters prefer projects that are quick to implement and which are completed within a reasonable time. To illustrate the differences, the gauge of the yarn and knitting needles are of importance: the thinner the yarn and the finer the knitting needles, the longer a project will take. If the craft process itself and the various procedures involved are complex (such as several colors and / or a complicated form) and contain more advanced techniques (such as, for example, lace, braids or crossed stitches), the project will take more time to finish. Another way to analyze the process is to explore the intentions of the individual knitter: is it about following a detailed instruction, or starting a project with an outer frame (finger mittens, socks or sweater with raglan cut) and see which direction it takes (Arantes, 2020).

**Raw material**

By clicking on the heading "Yarn" on Ravelry, opportunities open up to search for specific names of yarns, yarn companies and fibers. Among these are synthetic fibers such as acrylic, nylon and polyester, plant fibers such as bamboo, cotton and linen and animal fibers such as alpaca, cashmere and wool. Even odd fibers such as bison, camel and yak are present. Each yarn is presented on a separate page
with information on quality, length and weight per skein, shades of color, texture and care. By clicking on links, it is possible to obtain additional information such as manufacturers, resellers, projects where the yarn has been used, user comments and images. The information is adapted both to the American and the European market, for example length measurements are given in yards and in meters.

For the trained hand knitter, the information about the yarns is important. It is, for example, possible to imagine how different materials feel to touch and work with, to see color shades and think out interesting combinations, and it is possible to calculate how much material is needed in specific projects. By studying images posted by users on their projects during the knitting process or when completed, it is possible to get inspiration for one’s own crafting and for the choice of design, materials and colors.

In a Swedish context, the choice of which material to use for hand knitting, can be the result of ethical and moral considerations. The discussion about the use of natural materials or synthetic fibers often arises among the hand knitters. In the Facebook group Online Stickcafé, the issue was discussed about why some do not consider it "right" to knit in acrylic (www.facebook.com/groups/onlinestickcafe/March 29, 2018 / 2019–04–08). The arguments against the use of acrylic yarn are, among other things, that plastic is bad for the environment, that it is dangerous especially for babies to inhale, that it is static, sweaty, dense, uncomfortable against the body and that it heats worse than wool. Those who use acrylic yarn find it easy to knit with, and a comfortable material that keeps color and shape. Several use the material as a criticism of contemporary sheep keeping, they may also have allergies to wool and lanolin and consider wool itching. Acrylic is considered to be easy to handle, as it can be washed without the risk of shrinking, it is also a cheaper material than wool. Several respond in the discussion towards a loud tone, with emotionally charged arguments from both sides. Above all, the criticism is that it seems as if there is a "right" choice (wool) and a "wrong" choice (acrylic), when it should be up to each and every knitter to choose which material to use and when.

**Tools**

The technique of hand knitting has historically attracted economically poor groups of people as it was a way to transform yarn into surface (fabric) that did not require any major investment or any further space for tools and bodily movements (Palmsköld, 2005). To be able to knit, the only supplies needed is access to materials that could be spun to yarn and four or five knitting needles to knit round shapes that could form mittens, socks, caps or sweaters. Hand knitting could be performed in many different situations, in social contexts and on foot. In geographical places where the population was earning their living by hand knitting, such as in the southern parts of the region Halland in Sweden, it was important that the needles were blunt to avoid wounds on the fingers (Johansson-Palmsköld, 1989 and 1990). By knitting around, the garments needed no major work effort to be ready to use or sell. It was often enough to fasten the threads and to treat the garment so that it shrunk and became tight and durable.

In the 19th century’s emerging handicraft culture, textile crafting became a way of perform the contemporary idea of femininity (Svensson and Waldén, 2005, Palmsköld, 2017). Patterns and descriptions began to spread, showing hand knitting done on two knitting needles, back and forth and often with a visible right and a wrong side. This was the case with the exception of mittens, socks and caps that were still knitted around. During the 20th century, the point of departure for hand knitters was still to create parts such as sleeves, collars, edges and front and back pieces that were assembled and joined together, in the same way as when sewing garments. In some cases, the descriptions consisted of paper patterns that indicated the shape and frames of each part. Many Contemporary hand knitters today want to avoid mounting and therefore some designers work from this parameter, for example by making cardigans and sweaters knitted from the top down in a certain order, or button edges on cardigans which are incorporated in the knitting so that they do not need to be sewn in afterwards.

In a contemporary context, there has been extensive product development towards more customized and user-friendly supplies and tools. Previously, it was a certain focus on that pointed knitting needles could lead to wounds on the fingers, today questions about how routine hand knitters avoid wrist and shoulder pain are discussed. An often-recommended solution, is to use circular needles,
so that the weight of the growing work is distributed more evenly. An innovation in the actual craft process is not to use double pointed needles at all, but instead a long circular cable where smaller work is divided into two parts, and the soft part of the cable forms a loop. The technique is called magic loop and it is perceived as easier to work with, than to handle double pointed needles. Other innovations are interchangeable circular needles that are sold in sets with cables and tops that can be replaced depending on the size each project require. For those who work with several parallel projects, the cables can retain the stitches and the tops are unscrewed and moved to another knitting. An additional novelty is the cuboid shaped needles, which are considered to give a better grip.

Under the heading “Forum” on Ravelry there is a group that focuses on discussing "tools & equipment" (www.ravelry.com/discuss/tools/topics/ 2019–04–08). Members can post questions and ask for help and recommendations. A frequently asked question here, and in other social media, is about where to find the best and most sustainable quality of wooden knitting needles. Wooden needles are appreciated because they are considered as comfortable to hold and easy to use. Though, several members express problems with the fact that these are easily broken off. In another thread yarn bowls, which are used to keep the yarn in place during the knitting process, are discussed. A functional one should be steady and the yarn thread should run smoothly. It cannot hook up, as the evenly rhythm in the hand knitting process is broken. There are yarn bowls available in various materials such as ceramics, plastic and in the form of small baskets. Further discussions apply to equipment for blocking the finished projects. It may apply to the best underlay that a project can be pinched on, or where wires to stretch out knitted shawls are available.

Instructions
For members of Ravelry the ability to share patterns with others are important. Amateurs and professional designers publish their patterns, either for free or for sale. Some designers have thus come to be celebrities in the world of hand knitting, attracting many followers who knit their own versions of the patterns that are shared. Some of these "superstars" have been able to develop their own businesses based on sales of designs, publishing of pattern books, building of own platforms in social media, workshops, and collaboration with yarn sellers and manufacturers. One example of such designer is Kate Davies, who is represented by 286 different patterns on Ravelry (www.ravelry.com /2020–11–09). In February 2010, a pattern was published on a sweater called "owls" that has links to 9163 projects and is mentioned in 642 blog posts (www.ravelry.com /2020–11–09). The sweater is knitted in one color, it has a round yoke with a pattern of knitted cables that forms a row of owls with attached buttons that form pairs of eyes. Another popular project is the sweater "Paper Dolls" which was published in June 2013 and has links to 1313 projects and mentioned in 133 blog posts (www.ravelry.com /2020–11–09). This sweater also has a round yoke with a multicolor pattern in the form of people standing lined up together. Kate Davies has through her company Kate Davies Design published a book on knitted yokes that has been printed in several editions, including this pattern (Davies, 2016).

An important part of the hand knitting process for those who follow printed instructions, is to correctly interpret the descriptions of the different procedures. Hand knitting is based on mathematical principles (Arantes, 2020). First, a test piece should be knit in the yarn and needles to be used, and in the technique on which the pattern is based. The number of stitches and the number of rows on a given surface must correspond with the indications on the pattern, in order to achieve the correct dimensions. Decreases and increases are made gradually. Some instructions on Ravelry are rather ideas about how the result can be, others are extremely detailed mentioning each individual stitch through a project. At Ravelry, designers have a possibility to post their own pages where their followers can turn their questions. Sometimes this leads to discussions between the hand knitters, sometimes the designer in question responds directly. An example of this interaction between knitters and the designer is Heidi Kirrmaier’s site on Ravelry, where she continuously answers questions about how her pattern instructions should be interpreted and whether the knitter who asks for help has translated it correctly in the making. Heidi Kirrmaier’s instructions belong to the more detailed, her works are ingeniously designed and shapes are created through evenly distributed extensions of stitches that provide wide
and shortened rows to create rounded shapes. One of the most popular patterns is a cardigan named "Vitamin D", which has links to 5085 projects and is mentioned in 376 blog entries (www.ravelry.com / 2020–11–09). Although the pattern is very detailed, many knitters still have personalized it. Some by using several colors instead of one, some by lengthening the cardigan.

Craft processes and results
Many members use Ravelry to post images and comments on their projects, some also provide insights into parts of the craft process in the form of a diary that shows different stages on the way towards completion. The presentation includes information on which choices of yarns the hand knitter has made, sometimes the choices coincide with the designer's recommendations and sometimes other qualities are used. Skilled hand knitters have a stash of yarns that easily can be activated. In some cases, the size of the knitting needles is also indicated. If colors and shades are not commented on in text, the published images reveal whether and how other combinations have been chosen than those recommended. The images of the various procedures are taken to show the actual work and which stage in the craft process. It is usually the hand knitters' themselves who takes photographs and if they are visible, it is as models and users of the finished projects.

A designer with many followers is Stephen West. His most popular design like "Boneyard Shawl" has 9315 links to projects, the cap "Windschief" has 8232 and the shawl "Daybreak" has 7112 (www.ravelry.com / 2020–11–09). Stephen West is approaching design from an artistic perspective and his projects is characterized by many colors and unexpected forms. His instructions are detailed and often easy to follow. A follower who has knitted the shawl "Daybreak" has posted five pictures, and she writes on her page about the craft process:

3/30 Started!
4/3: Not enough contrast between color A and color B...hate to do it but I am going to start over with a new color A

The first image shows the yarns that have been used and the starting faze of the project, which is carried out with the help of a circular needle and stitch markers showing the middle of the piece. The second commentary in the description is followed by an image that illustrates the lack of contrast between the bottom color and the pattern colors. The solution to the problem is shown in the next image, where the original bottom color has been replaced by a darker shade. The last two images show the finished shawl in its entirety and how it looks when it has been draped around the neck of the knitter.

Another hand knitter has published seven images to illustrate the process when she knitted the same shawl. One of them shows how the finished shawl has been blocked, with many needles attached tightly along the edge (www.ravelry.com/projects/moderndaygypsy/daybreak-2 / 2019–04–09). Another hand knitter describes how she has allowed the project to rest for a few days to pick it up again and find out that there is a missing stitch in a specific part of the knitting. She has solved this by adding a stitch on a wrong side row, and notes that she must count stitches at certain intervals (www.ravelry.com/projects/Maryteddie/daybreak-2 / 2019–04–09). In a post, a knitter puts out tips for others. It is about a way to bind off stitches which makes the edge straight and does not roll, and also a link to a blog with tips on how shawls can be blocked to reach the best results (www.ravelry.com/projects/indoorkitty/daybreak / 2019–04–09).

DISCUSSION: CRAFT CONSUMPTION AND PARTICIPATORY CONSUMERISM
Craft consumption is a basic activity for crafters, which provides them with necessary supplies to be able to craft. These supplies are for example raw materials, tools, and in some cases instructions. Crafters, as for example hand knitters, are also in need of discussing the craft process, creative demands and technical aspects in order to be inspired and to develop their own craft skills. Through craft consumption, or prosumption, the consumer becomes a producer, involved in what has been called
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“participatory consumerism”. The supplies that are consumed, demands participation from the crafter in order to be activated and used in a transforming process. Apart from creativity and imagination, a bond is formed between the crafter and the supplies: a creative relationship that inspires to develop more ideas and to craft. This relationship is based on the affective potential that the supplies can have. By using affect theory, the sensory aspects of the creative relationship are pointed out. The crafter uses his/ her own senses to assess the potential that lie in for example using different raw material or tools.

The discussions on social media concerning the use of acrylic or wool yarn, is an example of an opposite situation, also involving ethical and political values. Those who refuse to use one yarn quality, does not develop a creative relationship towards the raw material. They can, however, give a vivid description on the negative affective potential the material has and why. When it comes to instructions and patterns, some hand knitters tend to see them as something to start with and then they feel free to make their own adaptions and personal adjustments. Others follow the patterns thoroughly, seeking help when needed by asking other hand knitters or the designer for help. Craft processes and the results of them, are often published on Ravelry. By taking images and discussing creative and technical demands and solutions, other hand knitters can be affected and inspired. These processes make it possible to increase the skills and the know how within the hand knitting community.

**CONCLUSION**

Social media, as for example Ravelry, enables affective processes and the establishment of creative relationships between practitioners and materials. Through the images that are published, experienced hand knitters can by seeing, also imagine how raw material feels to touch and to work with. They are able distinguish different yarn qualities. Thus, they can understand how the yarns work in the craft process and assess which yarn to use for specific projects. Furthermore, they can assess whether colors and shades match what they want. User comments and discussions are helpful in the assessments, and many hand knitters and members of Ravelry are happy to express their affective experiences in words and images. This contradicts the notion that these are difficult to express and shows the crafters need to find ways to communicate sensory experiences with like-minded people.

Hand knitters devote to a large extent to "prosumption" and "participatory consumerism" and through Ravelry and other social media, worlds of possibilities are opened with regard to the supply of materials, tools, instructions and processes of making. It is possible to get help from others to solve technical problems and to interpret patterns and it is possible to create your personal pages and showcase your own creative ability. The person who is part of the hand knitting community has good opportunities to develop as a crafter together with others.
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